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The bestselling indispensable resource for parents and caregivers, covering more than 175 common symptoms and health care problems, to raise a healthy, happy child For more than forty years, Taking
Care of Your Child has been the go-to resource for parents and caregivers. It offers the most recent information on critical childcare issues, from what to do in the event of a minor injury to everyday issues
such as common allergies and ailments. Covering everything from birth to infancy and toddlerhood, to first concerns, growth and development, and the most common injuries and concerns through
adolescence, Taking Care of Your Child is easy to use, even in a crisis: you can simply look up a symptom to find a complete explanation of probable causes, how to treat the problem at home, and when to
see a doctor. With the very latest on ADHD, autism, breast-feeding, childhood depression and obesity, discipline, immunizations, and more, the book also features sections on youth sports and head trauma,
genetic screening, and minimizing risks of medical procedures.
? 55% SPECIAL DISCOUNT only for Bookstores! Buy each copy of this book for $17,99 instead of $39,99! ? LEARN HOW TO DISCIPLINE AND RAISE YOUR TODDLER FOR FUTURE SUCCESS... Have
you ever wondered if there is a proven parenting method or a perfect educational guide? Would you like to make sure that you raise your child to his or her full potential? Would you like to have a guide with
complete instructions for each growing period? If you answered "Yes" to at least one of these questions, then keep reading... At the beginning of 20th century dr. Maria Montessori invented a child-oriented
teaching method which, until this day, rises its popularity all around the world. A scientifically approved teaching method that helps children to reveal their personalities and develop their inner talents and
skills. In this teaching method, the center of attention isn't a person who is teaching, it is a child who is learning - he or she takes the most amount of attention and concentration. More than 5000 Montessori
schools - and this is just the USA. This learning method is rising every year, more and more parents leave behind traditional teaching methods and pull their toddlers to Montessori schools. After more than 5
years of in-depth research and practice, We decided to create a guide that would help parents to begin teaching Montessori methods yearly and do that from the comfort of your own home. Here is just a short
brief of what you are going to get out of this book: Why should you choose the Montessori method over traditional teaching? Self-identification guide - choose the best learning method for your toddler Why is
it best to start Montessori at a very early age? How to prepare your home for Montessori teaching? 4 learning stages - everything you need to know about future Montessori teaching The psycho-arithmetic
approach explained in detail - best way to master mathematics Most effective Montessori exercises to boost their mental and physical progress Much much more... Why is the Montessori teaching method
better than others? The main focus of this teaching method is the child, not the teacher. In most teaching methods, the teacher is the center of attention. This learning method is completely different and way
more effective. Why should I choose this book over other Montessori educational guides? In this book, we cover every single detail - from science to essential everyday discipline and understanding of the
world. We think that this an only educational book out there who will not only dramatically improve your child's life, but I will make significant progress in yours as well. Now it is your turn to take action. Scroll
up, click on "Buy Now" and begin your Montessori parenting journey!
An easy-to-follow manual for feeding babies exactly what they need to hit physical and intellectual milestones from 6 to 24 months, with 60 simple and delicious recipes. The month-by-month format offers a
clear understanding of what foods to incorporate and avoid in a baby's diet. World-renowned research neuroscientist, nutrition expert, and author of What to Eat When You're Pregnant Dr. Nicole M. Avena
presents an essential guide for new parents on feeding babies during their critical first two years. Answering common questions about picky eaters, food allergies, diversifying baby's appetite, eating out or on
the go, feeding baby at daycare or when with another caregiver, and food safety, this comprehensive guide offers easy monthly meal plans and baby-friendly, nutrient-rich recipes designed to support your
baby's developmental milestones.
A comprehensive guide to the health needs of children.
Learn sign language alongside your baby with this adorable storybook for ages 0 to 3 Story time is the perfect time to practice sign language with your child. My First Book of Baby Signs is part storybook and
part sign language guide, designed to encourage you and your baby to learn new words and signs as you read together. Practice communicating with important, everyday signs for everything from basics like
"eat," "milk," and "mommy" to more advanced ideas like "help," "potty," and "I love you." This book makes it fun and easy to learn helpful baby signs with: Storybook style--Each sign is presented with picture
book illustrations that depict the word as well as both written and visual instructions for how to sign it properly. Interactive learning--Model each sign for your baby as you come to the word in the story,
allowing you to learn and practice together. 40 Real ASL signs--These signs are the accurate and up-to-date versions from American Sign Language, and you'll even find a guide to the full alphabet and basic
numbers. This book of baby signs is the perfect way to start communicating with your baby before they learn to speak.
FROM ALLERGIES TO AUTISM, ASTHMA, EAR INFECTIONS, COLDS AND FLUS, AND ADD/ADHD THE ULTIMATE GUIDE FOR NATURAL HEALING AND REMEDIES
Homeschool the right way from day one. Are you considering homeschooling for your family? Today, many parents recognize that their child's school options are limited, inadequate, or even dangerous, and
an increasing number are turning to homeschooling. But where do you start and how do you ensure the highest-quality educational experience, especially in that pivotal first year? This comprehensive guide
will help you determine the appropriate first steps, build your own educational philosophy, and discover the best ways to cater to your child's specific learning style, including: ·When, why, and how to get
started ·The best ways to develop an effective curriculum, assess your child's progress, and navigate local regulations ·Kid-tested and parent-approved learning activities for all age levels ·Simple strategies
for developing an independent child and strengthening family and social relationships ·And much, much more! "To the thousands of requests we receive for help from families new to homeschooling, we will
now recommend this warm and knowledgeable book. It will ensure that all families make it to the second year—including yours!" —Elizabeth Kanna, editor in chief, Homeschool.com "Linda Dobson addresses
all the issues facing parents as they consider the task of homeschooling over other educational options. Those who wonder whether they really can or want to do the job will find unique perspectives in this
well-researched work."—Beverly K. Eakman, author and cofounder, National Education Consortium
Available for the first time in full color, the up-to-date and authoritative pregnancy guide that has sold 1.5 million copies--by recognizing that "one size fits all" doesn't apply to maternity care Parents love this
book because it puts them in control; experts love it because it's based on the latest medical research and recommendations from leading health organizations. Pregnancy, Childbirth, and the Newborn
provides the information and guidance you need to make informed decisions about having a safe and satisfying pregnancy, birth, and postpartum period--decisions that reflect your preferences, priorities, and
values. Unlike pregnancy guides that can overwhelm and alarm by telling you up front all the things that can possibly go wrong, this book first describes normal, healthy processes, their typical variations, and
the usual care practices for monitoring them. Only then does it cover possible complications and the care practices and procedures for resolving them. Throughout, the presentation is crystal-clear, the tone is
reassuring, and the voice is empowering. And the language is inclusive, reflecting today's various family configurations such as single-parent families, blended families formed by second marriages, families
with gay and lesbian parents, and families formed by open adoption or surrogacy. From sensible nutrition advice to realistic birth plans, from birth doulas when desired to cesareans when needed, from
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reducing stress during pregnancy to caring for yourself as well as your baby after birth, this pregnancy guide speaks to today's parents-to-be like no other.
An indispensable guide delivers practical and critical information parents need to know, taking a balanced approach to rearing emotionally, physically, mentally, and spiritually healthy children. Original.
The "Complete Book of Baby and Child Care" is an up-to-date, comprehensive reference book every parent will repeatedly use as their children grow through the teen years. The approach is to deal with the
complete person, in the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual spheres of life. The contributors are members of the Focus on the Family "Physicians Resource Council". Many are leading Christian
physicians, psychiatrists, pediatricians, psychologists and professors in their respective medical professions.
Congratulations on the birth of your baby! In this child, you see in?nite potential and you place great hope. And now you’re preparing to celebrate what is perhaps the most joyous rite of passage—the baby
blessing ceremony. Like many parents, you may wish to plan a personalized ceremony that re?ects who you are as a family and what you believe. In Bless This Child, author Susanna Stefanachi Macomb
presents a comprehensive selection of ceremonial elements for baby blessings. She has culled from the best traditions around the world and developed new ones, combining spiritual as well as humanist
aspects. This guide includes poetry, prose, scripture, prayers, vows, opening words, and closing blessings; moving rituals including candle-lighting, naming, and anointing; suggestions on embracing
grandparents, godparents, and siblings; practical advice for working with of?ciants and locales; language appropriate for an interfaith, intercultural assembly of family and guests; sample ceremonies that
demonstrate how creative alternatives and traditional aspects can blend to create a memorable event. Warm and encouraging, Bless This Child provides a guidebook for parents who wish to create a special
way of welcoming their child into the world. Bless This Child is also an excellent resource for clergy and humanist of?ciants who perform interfaith baby blessing ceremonies.
The classic guide of the post-Dr. Spock generation has been revised to include the latest information on virtually every aspect of infant and baby care. THE BABY BOOK is unrivaled in its scope and authority,
and presents a practical, contemporary approach to parenting that reflects the way we live today. Focusing on the essential needs of babies--eating, sleeping, development, health, and comfort--it addresses
the questions of greatest concern to parents. The Searses acknowledge that there is no one way to parent a baby, and they offer the basic guidance and inspiration you need to develop the parenting style
that best suits you and your child. THE BABY BOOK is a rich and invaluable resource that will help you get the most out of parenting--for your child, for yourself, and for your entire family.
The international super-successful What to Expectbrand has delivered again - announcing the arrival of a brand-new member of family: What to Expect the Second Year. This essential sequel to What to
Expect the First Year picks up the action at baby's first birthday, and takes parents through what can only be called 'the wonder year' - 12 jam-packed (and jam-smeared) months of memorable milestones
(from first steps to first words, first scribbles to first friends), lightning-speed learning, endless explorations driven by insatiable curiosity. Not to mention a year of challenges, both for toddlers and the parents
who love them, but don't always love their behaviour (picky eating, negativity, separation anxiety, bedtime battles, biting, and tantrums). Comprehensive, reassuring, empathetic, realistic and practical, What to
Expect the Second Yearis filled with solutions, strategies, and plenty of parental pep talks. It helps parents decode the fascinating, complicated, sometimes maddening, always adorable little person last year's
baby has become. From the first birthday to the second, this must-have book covers everything parents need to know in an easy-to-access, topic-by-topic format, with chapters on growth, feeding, sleeping,
behaviours of every conceivable kind, discipline (including teaching right from wrong), and keeping a toddler healthy and safe as he or she takes on the world. There's a developmental time line of the second
year plus special 'milestone' boxes throughout that help parents keep track of their toddler's development. Thinking of travelling with tot in tow? There's a chapter for that, too.
Did you ever wish new babies came with a manual? In this easy-to-read guide, you will learn all of the basics needed to take care of your newborn. Written by a pediatrician, this book contains the advice that
parents will get at their first several newborn checkups, along with answers to the most common questions new parents ask. Inside this book: How to care for your baby How to help your baby sleep through
the night How to combat colic How to recognize common rashes When to call the doctor ...and much more!
A complete guide to the most important year in your baby’s life! With its timely, in-depth advice and hands-on guidance, Parenting magazine has emerged as the child-care resource of choice for aware,
involved parents. Now the editors of Parenting bring you a comprehensive, up-to-the-minute guide to the all-important first year of your baby’s life. With fully illustrated chapters organized in three-month
increments from birth to first birthday, Parenting Guide to Your Baby’s First Year provides the essentials on everything you need to know about: Your Baby’s First Hours: How newborns look, act, and feel •
Making the most of your hospital stay • Taking your newborn home The Adjustment to Parenthood: Dealing with postpartum blues • The challenging demands of a newborn • Older siblings Feeding Your
Growing Child: The pros and cons of breast and bottle • Strategies for dealing with picky eaters • Avoiding mealtime power struggles Child Development: How your baby grows • Mastering motor skills •
Baby’s social and emotional life Health & Safety: First-year medical checkups • Baby-proofing your home • Common illnesses of infancy and early childhood Special Concerns: Preventing SIDS • Living with
colic • Developmental delays
"Featuring ASL signs plus fun songs and activities"--Cover.
"All moms-to-be have the same goal: healthy pregnancy, healthy baby. But along the way it can be hard-- not to mention a little scary-- to figure out how to treat your aches, pains, and even emotional swings
safely. Now you can knowledgeably and confidently use natural and affordable essential oils throughout pregnancy and beyond with hundreds of safe blends. The complete book of essential oils for mama
and baby is your go-to resource of natural remedies. In these pages, Christina Anthis draws on her years of aromatherapy training to make sure you understand when it is and isn't safe to use essential oils,
providing usage guidelines for all ages and stages" -Page [4] of cover.
A complete guide with practical information and support for parents of children from newborn to three years old, by childcare experts at the renowned Mayo Clinic. Written by doctors who are also parents.
Updated and Revised 2nd edition. Mayo Clinic Guide to Your Baby’s First Years is a trusted and essential resource for new and experienced parents alike. In this fully reviewed and updated second edition,
you’ll find practical guidance on caring for the new little one in your family, from birth to age 3. Inside you’ll find evidence-based advice on giving your baby the best nutrition and introducing your toddler to
solids, tips for forming healthy sleep habits, strategies for dealing with fussiness and tantrums, advice on establishing a secure bond with your child, monthly updates on your child’s growth and development,
and much more.
Geared to readers from preschool to age eight, What Makes a Baby is a book for every kind of family and every kind of kid. It is a twenty-first century children’s picture book about conception, gestation, and
birth, which reflects the reality of our modern time by being inclusive of all kinds of kids, adults, and families, regardless of how many people were involved, their orientation, gender and other identity, or family
composition. Just as important, the story doesn’t gender people or body parts, so most parents and families will find that it leaves room for them to educate their child without having to erase their own
experience. Written by a certified sexuality educator, Cory Silverberg, and illustrated by award-winning Canadian artist Fiona Smyth, What Makes a Baby is as fun to look at as it is useful to read.
Give your child the gift of natural health When your children are sick or injured, you want them to feel better -- fast. Although in some cases there is no substitute for traditional medical care, prescription drugs
are not always the best answer. Countless parents are discovering that natural, health-promoting substances can often be both safer and more effective. Now, a master herbalist with more than twenty-five
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years of experience who is also a mother of two shares her natural approach to wellness. Inside you'll find easy holistic therapies for common childhood injuries and ailments, and learn: how a banana can
remove a splinter which herbs help reduce fever how an onion helps both bruises and earaches why garlic is nature's antibiotic how a spritz of rosemary hair juice prevents lice why peppermint tea relieves
both headaches and stomachaches how gargling with lemon juice and table salt can ease a sore throat why ginger root can ease motion sickness and many other intelligent uses of foods and therapeutic
plants -- nature's own medicine -- to alleviate discomforts. Best of all, this invaluable reference stresses and approach that helps you teach you children the benefits of proventing illness -- not just treating it.
Using a tailored form of American Sign Language (ASL), the book guides parents through the process of teaching an infant to understand beginning sign language.
Discover Series Books for Babies & Toddlers Who's a pretty baby? Babies and toddlers love looking at other babies. In this charming collection of photos of babies, children will delight in seeing babies in
costume and going about their daily routines. Used as a jumpstart for interaction, Discover Series Picture Books are a great way to introduce other babies, words and concepts to kids.
Yikes, you're suddenly parents, home alone with your brand-new baby! Where's your own mother or smart friend—where's your pediatrician—when you desperately need reassurance and advice? Mayo Clinic
Guide to Your Baby's First Year is a steady, ever-present source of both information and wisdom. When you're faced with a perplexing development, reach for this complete Guide by the baby experts at the
renowned Mayo Clinic—doctors who are also parents. When you wonder what might happen next, check the "Month-by-Month Growth and Development" pages of this trusted companion.
Everything you need to know about getting your baby or toddler to sleep -- from America's foremost baby and childcare experts. Babies don't automatically know how to sleep through the night; they need to
be taught. The Sears family has learned from decades of pediatric practice, bolstered by their own parenting experiences, that different babies have different nighttime temperaments -- and, of course,
different families have different lifestyles. Instead of espousing the kind of "one method fits all" approach advocated in other baby sleep guides, the Sears family explains how you can create a sleep plan that
suits the needs of your entire family. With a sharp focus on the practical tools and techniques, The Baby Sleep Book covers such topics as: The facts of infant sleep vs. adult sleep Figuring out where, when,
and how your child sleeps best Fail-safe methods for soothing a crying infant How to make night nursing easier, and how to stop Nighttime fathering tips Whether co-sleeping makes sense for you Nap-time
strategies that work Medical and physical causes of night waking Sleep habits in special situations such as traveling, teething, and illness

A guide to caring for a baby covers such topics as feeding, sleep habits, discipline, healthcare, and play.
Baby & Child CareTyndale House Pub
Provides advice for men raising children on their own about legal issues, helping children adjust, former spouses, widowers, work issues, child care, stress, child health, nutrition,
discipline, and dealing with sons and with daughters.
Committed to finding natural ways to care for their children, many parents seek techniques that do not require the invasive procedures and medications often associated with
Western medicine. In NATURALLY HEALTHY BABIES AND CHILDREN, midwife and herbalist Aviva Romm offers a comprehensive handbook that addresses the common
health issues of children, from newborns to preadolescents. Aviva'¬?s whole-child approach integrates herbal remedies, nutrition, hygiene, and alternative health techniques with
supportive, informed parenting. From anemia to whooping cough, each entry includes herbal, dietary, and general recommendations, including tips on when to pursue
professional medical care. NATURALLY HEALTHY BABIES AND CHILDREN is indispensable reading for families seeking safe, effective ways to practice healing techniques at
home.
A comprehensive resource on child care for youngsters from infancy to age six, from respected experts in the field, presents information on and insights into not only the physical
aspects of health, but the emotional and intellectual levels as well. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
Told through the voice of the excited big sister, an informative look at how babies come about traces the embryo's development, explains conception, and shows the process of
her mother going into labor.
Taking new parents month by month through the first year in their baby's life, a comprehensive handbook describes the childbirth experience, how to cope in the days that follow,
and an infant's developmental stages during each month of the year, with sections on breast versus bottle feeding, sleeping habits, safety and childproofing, essential baby
equipment, and more. Original.
The Essential Parents' Guide to the Best Conventional and Natural Medicines for Your Child From feeding to healing, clothing to washing, raising children naturally can be a
daunting task--unless you know how. Natural Baby and Childcare shows you how to complement conventional therapy with natural treatments such as homeopathic and herbal
medicine; how to bathe your child without using damaging chemicals; and how to find healthy, organic food for your baby. As a physician and a mom, Dr. Lauren Feder skillfully
bridges the divide between medicine and motherhood, empowering parents to personalize traditional child-rearing practices to their own child. Natural Baby and Childcare
answers common questions such as: * Do homeopathic medicines have any side effects? * What alternatives are there to wasteful or harmful baby products, such as plastic
diapers and chemical-laden diaper creams? * Can vaccines cause autism or Sudden Infant Death Syndrome? In addition to shedding light on controversial topics such as
antibiotic overuse and vaccination, Dr. Feder offers a complete A to Z guide to treating common childhood conditions naturally and a handy directory of easy-to-use natural
medicines and home remedies. With information for children from birth to adolescence, Natural Baby and Childcare is a comprehensive, intelligent, practical, and reassuring
guide to raising healthy and happy children.
This total child care book offers Christian- centered, medically authoritative advice on every aspect of parenting, from choosing an obstetrician to disciplining teenagers. As parents of eight
children, William and Martha Sears draw on thirty years of practical and professional experience, resulting in a valuable reference book no family should be without.
Long before they're able to talk, babies have a whole lot to say! Widen their world with this delightful modern classic—a must-have for growing families and a perfect baby shower or new-baby
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gift. With this adorable board book of essential signs, babies and toddlers can easily learn how to communicate their needs, wants, and feelings and even make basic observations with a
simple gesture. Studies show that babies who use sign language feel less frustrated, throw fewer tantrums, and often learn to talk more easily. Just point to a sign in the book, say the word
while making the sign, and the baby will soon be signing. Communicating a wet diaper or a hungry belly, asking for help or saying "all done" becomes as easy as waving hello or good-bye.
And these are just a few of the thirteen signs inside this small and adorably illustrated board book, perfect for little hands and minds to grasp.
The complete resource for communicating with your baby! Whether you're new to signing with your baby or looking to expand both of your vocabularies, The Complete Guide to Baby Sign
Language--from TinySigns® founder Lane Rebelo--makes it a snap. Featuring more than 200 American Sign Language (ASL) signs, this book will have you and your little one signing up a
storm. Infants and toddlers can use sign language well before they can speak, offering an exciting opportunity for the two of you to communicate in deeper and more complete ways. Start
things off with baby sign language essentials--like "eat," "more," and "all done"--then move on to more complex ideas--like different foods, the outside world, opposites, and emotions. The
Complete Guide to Baby Sign Language includes: Songs and activities-- Incorporate baby sign language into everyday fun and master advanced signing concepts. Fully illustrated--Detailed
illustrations simplify the learning process and make sure both of you are signing perfectly. Advanced tips--Get helpful advice and practical tools (including memory tips and baby sign
approximations) that show how easy teaching your baby sign language it can be. Discover a new way to truly connect with your baby using The Complete Guide to Baby Sign Language.
Once upon a time, multiple generations of the same family lived under one roof, providing new parents with an (over) abundance of parenting advice. Today, new moms and dads arrive home
in a cloud of exhaustion and chaos, often unsure of which blog's advice to follow or where to get answers. Author Dr. Melanie J. Wilhelm DNP, CPNP combines years of professional practice
and plenty of personal experience to provide a concise, practical, and incredibly helpful guide for bringing a happy, healthy baby through the first year of life with the latest updates in this
second edition. No matter how much you plan and prepare, the birth of a new baby causes plenty of stress, chaos, and exhaustion. Between trying to keep up with the demands of the baby's
schedule, household chores, and your own personal needs, there's little time left to find answers to your questions about how to raise your little one. Thankfully, Dr. Melanie J Wilhelm DNP,
CPNP offers a practical, engaging, and evidence-based guide to child rearing. Combining her extensive education and years of professional practice with the lessons she learned from raising
her own two children, Dr. Wilhelm provides straightforward answers to the most common questions plaguing new parents today, while sharing her experiences as a mom. Don't let the stress
and exhaustion of caring for an infant paralyze you and prevent you from making sound decisions. Instead, find science-based answers that have been fact-checked by pediatricians and
proven to work for families of all types. Free of jargon, platitudes, and conspiracies, Raising Today's Baby answers questions about feeding, diaper duty, sleep, crying, bathing and skin care,
medical care, finding balance, work options....and everything else you need to know for a baby's first year. Dr. Wilhelm is a Doctor of Nursing Practice, and a Certified Pediatric Nurse
Practitioner at a pediatric practice in Norfolk, Virginia. She also serves as an Assistant Professor at Old Dominion University. She is the CEO of Raising Today's Child, LLC and blogs on all
things parenting at www.RaisingTodaysChild.com. Follow her at Twitter.com/Rzn2dayschild and Facebook.com/RaisingTodaysChild.
Who says your baby can’t “talk” about his or her feelings? In fact, babies’ actions often speak louder than words! Understanding those actions–and responding appropriately to them–is the
key to giving your child a head start to a healthy and happy future. Now the authors of the bestselling Baby Minds and Baby Signs translate the latest research on the rich inner life of babies
into practical, fun activities that will foster your child’s emotional skills during the most critical period–between birth and age three. This comprehensive guide will help you help your child
express emotions effectively, develop empathy, form healthy friendships, and cope with specific challenges. Learn how to: •Talk with your child about emotions in order to help him recognize
and control his own •Use face-to-face interaction, tone of voice, song, and touch to make your infant feel safe and secure •Start a gratitude journal to help your child appreciate the good
things in life •Nurture self-esteem with “try, try again” activities and simple chores •Create a “What are they feeling” deck of cards to help your child understand and practice emotions •Use
games and songs to help your child practice self-control •Overcome temper tantrums, aggression, shyness, separation anxiety, and other challenges Whether your child is as easy to raise as
a sunflower, as difficult as the prickly holly bush, requires the patience of the delicate orchid, or is as active as the exuberant dandelion, Baby Hearts helps you provide the emotional support
that may be the most important gift a parent can give.
UPDATED EDITION 2018 The first six months with a new baby is a special and exciting time full of milestones and new experiences. This updated edition of Your Baby Week by Week
explains the changes that your baby will go through in their first six months. Each chapter covers a week of their development so you’ll know when your baby will start to recognize you, when
they’ll smile and laugh for the first time and even when they’ll be old enough to prefer some people to others! Paediatrician Dr Caroline Fertleman and health writer Simone Cave’s practical
guide provides reassuring advice so you can be confident about your baby’s needs. Including: - How to tell if your baby is getting enough milk - Spotting when you need to take your baby to
the doctor - Identifying why your baby is crying - How long your baby is likely to sleep and cry for - Tips on breastfeeding and when to wean your baby Full of all the information and tips for
every parent Your Baby Week by Week is the only guide you’ll need to starting life with your new arrival.
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